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Customer Feature
FM will now always default to local registration when prescribing/renewing prescriptions at PLO
installations.
[ RENO-15244, Resolved, As a user in PLO, I want to create local registrations by default, not e-resept ]

Customer Defect
In AK journal view, the doctor which accepted a draft AK journal is shown as "ordinert av" but if a doctor
signs and sends the signer becomes the "ordinert av".
[ RENO-15239 (201041), Resolved, Ordinert av is not shown in AK-view in Fastlegeintallasjon ]

Dssn added by nurse during import is now shown correctly in samstemming.
[ RENO-15237, Resolved, Information added during import is not shown correctly ]

Stopping a local registration, in "samstemming" window, which was originally renewed from an imported
prescription no longer affects the external prescription directly, i..e no recalls.
[ RENO-15234 (200468), Resolved, VS: 200468 - Nurs 2 accepting seponer draft from Nurse 1 on local reg should not
affect original imported and renewed eRp to local reg by doctor. ]

DosVeiledEnkel is now populated correctly for AK journal prescriptions
[ RENO-15233, Resolved, No Dssn text is sent in M1 for AK prescriptions ]

Nurse is no longer able to accept drafts for a new eRp
[ RENO-15231 (200391), Resolved, Nurse should not be able to accept drafts for a new eRp ]

"Open Samstemming" button is now enabled after a combined lookup (RF/KJ) on fastlege installations.
[ RENO-15226 (200247), Resolved, Samstemming button is unavailable in the LIB screen in a Fastlege installation ]

The tooltip for the CAVE icon in LIB will now show the name of all ingredients that have a registered
CAVE. Previously, only one of the ingredients was shown
[ RENO-15224 (199836), Resolved, Tooltip for CAVE icon in LIB only shows one virkestoff, even if the CAVE applies for
multiple virkestoffs ]

